Abstract: Extensive research on single-robot simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) over the past decade has provided good estimation results in mapping small environment. This raises the idea for building a larger map by using some robots that are assembled within the team, also called multi-robot SLAM. There are two types of multirobot SLAM, that is, centralized and distributed multi-robot SLAM. Centralized multirobot SLAM method still has problems in case of system failure on some robots, especially the system failure on the robot central. Distributed multi-robot SLAM was developed to overcome the weaknesses in centralized multi-robot SLAM by: 1) building a map of larger environment by fusing local maps from a group of robots, 2) eliminating the dependence on central processing by using distributed computing, 3) overcoming the vulnerability in case of system failure in some robots, especially the system failure in the robot central, and 4) eliminating centralized communication, in which each robot requires only local communication with its neighboring robots. However, the distributed multirobot SLAM method has not yielded good results on map estimates and localization estimates. This paper proposes consensus-based distributed multi-robot SLAM method that can be applied to map common environments. We use FastSLAM algorithm as the main base in developing distributed multi-robot SLAM. We suggest using one of two selection of consensus parameters, that is, particle weight and posterior parameter. We assume that each robot has the same motion model and observation model; therefore, the system noise and observation noise is the same. The aim of this paper is to design consensus based distributed multi-robot SLAM method that provides better map estimation and localization results when applied to common environments. We concentrate to test the proposed methods on aspects: 1) root mean square error (RMSE) of map to see the map estimation performance, 2) RMSE of localization to see the robot's pose estimation performance, 3) mapping coverage to see how long it will take until all features are observed, and 4) processing time to see how long the computation process takes place per timestep.
Introduction
Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) in robotics is a matter of building and updating map on an unknown environment while simultaneously defining and estimating robot's location within the map. SLAM is a very useful technique for robot to navigate on an unknown environment when there is no global positioning sensor, or it cannot connect to strong global positioning sensor signal while indoor, and there is no initial information about the environment. SLAM problem is a combination of two different issues including estimating robot's location (localization) and developing accurate map (mapping). Localization is a computation problem of estimating robot's location on the environment. Meanwhile, mapping is a computation problem of integrating environmental information obtained from sensor installed on the robot into map representation. There are several map representations that can be built using SLAM; those are: (1) grid map, a map that represents the environment into occupied grid [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] , (2) topological map, a map that represents the environment in a simplified graph, which only provides vital information such as robot's position and geometric structure of environment remains [1, 6, 7] , (3) line map, a map that represents the environment using line and curve model [1, 8, 9, 10, 11] , and (4) feature based map, a map that represents the environment into a set of features called landmark [1, 12, 13, 14] .
SLAM development which use single robot generates three popular algorithms including Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) SLAM, Graph-Based SLAM, and Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filter (RBPF) SLAM [15] . All of the single-robot SLAM algorithms are statistical computing to find the most probable robot's pose and the most probable map parameter; the combination of these two probabilities is called joint probability distribution SLAM. The result of RBPF SLAM delivers better performance in terms of map convergence, computational complexity, and nonlinearity caused by sample-space SLAM which grows with the increase of environmental observation results. Algorithms that implement RBPF SLAM are FastSLAM [12, 13] . This algorithm applies Particle Filter to track robot's location and applies Extended Kalman Filter to develop a map using measurement result obtained from sensor. FastSLAM algorithm represents localization and mapping in a set of weighted particles. The construction of a map is based on the information represented by the particle with the highest weight.
Researches on single-robot SLAM play an important role in the development of robotic mapping and exploration technology. SLAM technique is widely used in mapping planar and non-planar, outdoor and indoor area. SLAM also has applied to car like mobile robot for mapping indoor structure, flying robot for building aerial map, underwater robot for mapping seabed, and underground robot for mapping underground such as subways and tunnels. The performance of SLAM in single-robot mode has been tested in different types of environment and different types of robot; however, it still has limitation in mapping capabilities of only for small environment or small area. The question remains are whether the SLAM technique can be applied to multi-robot mode and whether the results will be approximately as good as the result of single-robot mode.
SLAM development in multi-robot area begins with the implementation of technique for coordinating a team of robots while they are exploring their environment. Team coordination technique on multi-robot SLAM aim to explore the environments efficiently from different unknown locations with the result that the overall exploration time can be minimized [16, 17, 18] . General algorithm of simultaneous localization and mapping for multi-robot using Particle Filtering method is also proposed. This method assumes that each robot in the team is active to broadcast both recent and history control data, and observation data to other teammates [3, 19] . Merging partial maps which have been built by each robot in the team can be done by applying rotation and translation method to find the similarity of overlapping regions against overall partial maps [20] . Sub-mapping method is introduced to reduce computational complexity of building and developing a global map. This method allows each robot to create their local submaps which represent the environment in the immediate vicinity of the robot then fuse and merge the overall sub-maps from all robots into the global map [21] . All these researches solve the problem of team coordination, completeness of information, and map merging method in centralized communication. However, distributed approaches are often necessary to address the problem of limited communication range and limited communication capabilities of each robot.
In the condition of initial position of each robot and prior information about the environment has been known, distributed approach to solve multi-robot SLAM problem can be done by disseminating robot's local maps to all robots. Graph optimizer method is used to reduce computational cost and communication load [22] . However, the distributed approach to solve multi-robot SLAM with unknown initial position and no prior information about the environment is still needed for several circumstances. This situation may occur due to a considerable difference in initial position of each robot. Multi-robot SLAM with unknown initial position by applying distributed Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filter SLAM is then proposed in [5] . Thisis no connection with other robots or when relative position data is unavailable within the network. After receiving relative position data, the robot merges the information of data association and starts to perform multi-robot SLAM based on consensus Particle Filtering.
At the rest of this paper, we describe our research methodology in section 2. The experimental result is given in section 3. Finally, discussion and conclusions are summarized in section 4 and section 5 respectively.
Methodology

A. Problem Definition
Considering as number of robots which explore an unknown environment, each robot is active in doing communication to their neighbor robot '. Communications between robots are represented by directed graph = ( , ), vertices = {1,2, . . . , } are the robot, and directed edges or arcs ( , ') ∈ are communication across the robots. The direction of the edges depends on the types of communication among robots. The explanations about communication types are described on section 2.4. A set of all robots that are connected to robot is called neighboring robot , where = { ′ ∈ : ( , ′ ) ∈ ; ≠ ′}. If there is no communication between robot and their neighboring robots, then, the arcs of node are (0,0) and the graph representation becomes = { , (0,0)}.
At the beginning of the process or while there is no communication among robots, each robot performs single-robot SLAM algorithm to calculate joint probability of SLAM. The join probability of SLAM is written as equation (1).
( 0: , | 0: , 0: ) = ( | 0: , 0: ) ( 0: | 0: , 0: ) (1) Referring to the joint probability of SLAM on equation (1), is vector of robot's position at time ; is map made up from location of landmarks; 0: is sensor observation; and 0: is vector of input control given to the robot. Solution for singe-robot SLAM using RaoBlackwellized Particle Filtering method consists of two phases: prediction and update. Prediction phase tries to find out estimated robot's current position based on its previous position and input control given to the robot. This phase requires robot's motion model ( | −1 , ) to calculate the estimation, so the formulation of prediction phase can be written as equation (2) . 
Referring to equation (5), is the number of particles; is the number of observed landmarks from start = 0 to time ; is index of landmark or feature observed; is index of the particles where = {1,2,3, . . . , }; is the weight of particle ; 0: is information of robot's current position held by particle ; and ( | 0: , 0: ) is the map representation which consists of landmarks position and its uncertainty Σ.
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During the exploration, the robots can detect the appearances, identify, and measure the relative position of neighboring robots ', and to exchange information within the network. Let is the information from robot that is transferred to all neighboring robots , ′ is information that is received from the neighboring robot ', and let = { , { ′ }} is set of all information owned by robot at time . While the robot is connected to their neighboring robots, each robot performs multi-robot SLAM based on the consensus of algorithm to calculate joint probability of SLAM by involving the information that is received from the neighboring robots. Joint probability of multi-robot SLAM based on the consensus of algorithm can be written as equation (5) 
Referring to equation (5), the superscript is index of the robot; the superscript ' is index of neighboring robot that are connected to robot ; the superscript means that the data is in the format of local frame reference; and the superscript means that the data is in the format of global frame reference. Considering is the particles representation of robot in multi-robot SLAM, the vertices on the graph representation of multi-robot SLAM holds the particles representation so it can be written as equation (6) .
′ is the relative position of neighboring robots ' measured by robot and let Ρ ′ is the uncertaity of the relative position. By including relative position and its uncertainty, particles representation of multi-robot SLAM can be written as equation (7).
In this paper, we use two different consensus parameters to perform multi-robot RBPF SLAM based on consensus particle filtering. They are particles weight and posterior parameters. First, particles weight reflects confidence degree of the data hold by the particle. Second, posterior parameter represents probability posterior of joint probability SLAM including probability of map and probability of robot's position.
The general consensus algorithm is shown in algorithm 1. There are a number of robots in the agents' network and each member has certain scalar values that can be broadcasted to their neighboring agents. Algorithm 1. General consensus algorithm 1.
( , ′ ):
Referring to general consensus algorithm in algorithm 1, is the number of consensus iterations and (. ) is update function. There are three types of update function (. ) which can be used on consensus algorithms, namely, averaging consensus, maximum consensus, and gossip consensus, written as equation (8), equation (9), and equation (10) respectively.
In the next section, we describe the core concept of our approach on distributed multi-robot SLAM solution based on consensus particle filtering algorithm.
B. Core Concept
In general, our approach to distributed multi-robot SLAM solution based on consensus particle filtering algorithm is shown in figure 2.1. ( , −1 ):
Our approach to distributed multi-robot SLAM based on consensus particle filtering algorithm requires 11 steps which are composed of six steps of single-robot SLAM processing, four steps of multi-robot SLAM processing, and a step of communication among robots. If a robot in a team does not connect to other robots, then, the robot only performs single-robot SLAM processes. Otherwise, if a robot in a team connects to other robots, then, the robot performs all steps. Algorithm 2 shows the switching mechanism from single-robot SLAM to multi-robot SLAM.
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C. Single Robot SLAM
The formulation of single robot SLAM in equation is factored into mapping problem ( | 0: , 0: ) and localization problem ( 0: | 0: , 0: ), both are processed simultaneously. The single-robot SLAM formulation is resolved in two stages which are prediction step and update step. The prediction step estimates the robot's positions given the input control and robot's previous position. The prediction step is modeled as equation (11) To solve the single-robot SLAM problem using particle filtering algorithm, we use FastSLAM algorithm at which its details can be found [12] . Prediction step is implemented by spreading number particles based on proposal distribution shown in equation (13) .
Importance weight is computed using equation (14).
Data association is defined using equation (15) .
Map is constructed based on particles with the most significant weight. Map construction can be written as equation (16). 
D. Communication across the Robot
In order to achieve the goal of multi-robot SLAM that shown in equation (5), all robots are active to communicate one another during the exploration. Communications among robots are represented by directed graph = ( , ) in which vertices = {1,2, . . . , } are the robot and directed edges or arcs ( , ') ∈ are communication across the robots. Set of neighboring robots are = { ′ ∈ : ( , ′ ) ∈ ; ≠ ′}. While a robot is connected to one or more neighboring robots, every connected robot tries to measure the relative position of their neighboring robots ′ including its uncertainty Ρ ′ and to broadcast the data to the others ( , ∈ ). There are Adjacency matrix or transition matrix of the communication graph is built based on signal strength among communicated robots. To simplify computation and without loss of generality, we define the signal strength is at a value between 0 and 1. The value of signal strength represents the priority of process. The distributed multi-robot SLAM processing procedure starts from involving the data from the neighboring robots that are connected with the highest signal strength value. This processing procedure is developed based on type of communication between robots, shown in algorithm 3.
12.
Next section shows how to define global frame reference and global data association.
E. Global Frame and Global Data Association
Since robot is connected to the neighboring robots ′ with connection type 1 or type 2, both robot and robot ′ perform calculation on global frame. In the communication type 1, robot sends the relative position information { , ′ , , ′ } ∈ of the neighboring robot ′ and receives its own relative position information { ′ , , ′ , } ∈ from the neighboring robot ′ .
In the communication type 2, robot sends the relative position { , ′ , , ′ } ∈ of robot ′ and does not receive its own relative position information from the neighboring robot ′ or vice versa. Based on the assumption that all robots are equipped with same characteristics of rangebearing sensor, in the communication type 1, both robot and robot ′ will send and receive and{ ′ , , ′ , } ∈ , and using as the number of neigbor robots, the (0,0) global frame coordinates of robot are determined by calculating the center of mass method shown as equation (17) .
We refer to [5] in order to calculate global frame . Based on global frame calculation in [5] , robot calculates local frame reference ′ of robot ′ and applies roto-translation using formulation that is written as equation (18). = ⊕ ′ ⊖ ′ (18) Each robot processes the global frame locally; thus, in every consensus iteration the robots try to find the convergence of the global frame ( ) which can be expressed as equation (19) . lim
Due to the change from local frame reference to global frame reference, then, any information of every connected robot must be transformed into global frame including landmarks information. The robot position and relative position can be transformed directly using rototranslation. However, on the landmarks transformation, we will find some landmarks that are in close position, but they have different labels; considering , ∈ is data association table on robot k, and ′ , ∈ ′ is data association table on robot ′ connected to robot . There are two steps of procedure for determining global data association: 1) detection of overlapping features, and 2) global labeling on all features including the overlapping features. In the detection step, the data association tables from both robot and ′ are combined, so the data association table of robot can be expressed as equation (20) .
Furthermore, each element is sorted in , by its position in global coordinate frame using merge sort method. The asymptotic time complexity of merge sort is ( ). The nearest neighbor method is used to detect the overlapping feature. Considering ∈ , ℎ and ℎ are the threshold range of overlapping features, the formulation of overlapping features detection is written as equation (21). 
Each robot processes the global association data locally; thus, in every consensus iteration the robots try to find the convergence of the global data association table data , ( ) which can be expressed as equation (22) .
Next, the consensus calculation on particle weights and particle posterior parameters are shown in section 2.6 and section 2.7 respectively.
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F. Consensus-Based Calculation of Particles Weight in Distributed Multi-Robot SLAM
Particle weight or importance weight represents the significance index of a particle; the greater the particle weight, the greater the probability that the particle is reused at the later stage. Based on the FastSLAM algorithm [12] , the particle weight is calculated based on the equation (23). 
Assuming that the observed noise distribution is zero-mean Gaussian, then, the equation (24) can be computed in Gaussian representation shown on equation (24) .
If each interconnected robot performs calculations on the particle weight independently, the consensus algorithm aims to find the convergence on the average particle weight of all robots. Assuming robot and ' are in a close position when communicating, both robots are observing identical environments. It is also assumed that robot and robot ' already have the same frame reference and the same data association. The implementation steps of consensus-based calculation of particles weight in distributed multi-robot SLAM are as follows: 1) At the beginning of time , each robot and ' predicts robot pose by spreading a number of sample based on the proposal distribution. First, robot samples a number of samples that represent , ∼ ( , | , −1 , , ) and robot ′ samples a number of sample that represent ′, ∼ ( ′, | ′, −1 , ′, ) independently. It is assumed that the number of particle on robot and ' is the same. Every sample particle consists of three data, those are, particle weight , , robot pose , = [ , , , ] , and map , = { , , Σ , } =1 . At this stage, the value of particle weight is 1 ⁄ , and map representation on time is using map representation of previous step. Hence, a set of particle owned by robot is , = { , , , , , −1 } =1 and a set of particle owned by robot ′ is ′, = { ′, , ′, , ′, −1 } =1 .
2) The robots move based on the input control, and then they simultaneously observe the environment using range bearing sensor that is attached to them. Robot gets the measurement results , = { , 1 , , 2 , … , , } and robot ′ gets the measurement results ′, = { ′, 1 , ′, 2 , … , ′, ′ }. the number of landmarks and index landmarks observed by robots and ′ may be different. 3) Each robot and ' performs calculation on likelihood distribution ( | ). In Gaussian representation, it is shown in equation (25) . 
Computation of , is shown on equation (27 However, the calculations that are given in equations (28) to (31) require rearrangement of the particle index owned by robot and ′. The set of particles of both robot and ′ are sorted based on their local significant index. Thus, the particle with a high significant index on robot k will be computed with the particle with a high significant index on robot ', and so on. . By using computations in equations (28) to (33), the approximation of the average particle weight of robot and robot ′ can be computed in a distributed way. 9) Repeating steps 5 through 8 for other robots that are connected to robot until some loop of . At the end of , robot performs resampling particle [12] locally.
G. Consensus-Based Calculation of Posterior Parameters in Distributed-Multi Robot SLAM
Posterior parameter or joint probability density function (PDF) in SLAM represents the probability of map and robot's position given all set of measurement and all set of input control. Joint PDF in single-robot SLAM is shown in equation (1). In distributed multi-robot SLAM, the global PDF are computed using the local PDF in distributed way by applying consensus algorithm. Assuming robot and ' are in a close position when communicating, both robots are observing identical environments. It is also assumed that robot and robot ' already have the same frame reference and the same data association. The implementation steps of consensusbased calculation of posterior parameters in distributed multi-robot SLAM are as follows: 1) At the beginning of time step , each robot and ' performs single-robot SLAM locally including resampling particle in order to calculate local posterior of joint distribution SLAM. After performing single-robot SLAM, both robot and ' own their SLAM local posterior , = { , , , , , } =1 and ′, = { ′, , ′, , ′, } =1 respectively. 2) Each robot transmits its own local posterior to their teammates. Each robot and ' receives SLAM local posterior of their teammates and the number of sets SLAM posterior now becomes two times larger than before , = { , , , , , } =1 ∪ { ′, , ′, , ′, } =1 . It is assumed that , and ′, have some landmarks index that are overlapping each other , ∩ ′, ≠ {∅}. Next step, the local SLAM posterior , needs to be updated into global SLAM posterior , by fusing its own local SLAM posterior and its teammate local SLAM posterior. 3) Calculation on global posterior parameters , which is executed locally by robot using set of all information owned by robot at time can be written as equation (34).
From equation (34), A and B are computed based on equation (35) 4) Repeating step three as much as times from the consensus iteration. Based on equation (35) and (36), if > 1 then is replaced with .
Next, section three describes how these two consensus algorithms are simulated.
Experimental Result
In order to show the performance of the method, we built a simulator of distributed multirobot SLAM using 4 robots. The robots start from an unknown location and begin the singlerobot SLAM using their own local frame reference. The robots explore 100x100 m 2 large of environment that consists of 100 landmarks. The environment that is used in this experiment is shown on figure 3.1. Robot moves based on its waypoint; the waypoint of each robot is already defined. We assume that each robot uses same motion model and range-bearing observation model; thus, observation noise and system noise are also the same. The robot's motion model and rangebearing sensor model used in the simulator are shown in equation (37) and (38) respectively. The simulation uses velocity and steering angle as the control variable that can be written as equation (39).
Robot 1 Robot 2
Robot 3 Robot 4
Distributed Multi-Robot Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filtering Robot's wheel based ℎ is 4 meters. System noise that is added to the motion model consists of noise to velocity and noise to steering angle. The initial noise to velocity is 1.0 m/s and the initial noise to steering angle is 10 /180 radian. Measurement noise that is added to the sensor model consists of noise to range and noise to bearing. The maximum observation range is 30 m and the initial noises to observation are 1 m for range and 10 /180 radian for bearing. Time interval between control signals is 0.025 second and time interval between observation is 0.2 second. The maximum distance of communication range between robots is 30 meters. Number of particles in each robot are 25 particles.
A. RMSE Map
We use root mean square error (RMSE) to show mapping performance of the algorithm. Consider that is true landmark position and is estimated landmark position, RMSE map can be written as equation 40.
Mapping performance of the consensus particle filtering distributed multi-robot SLAM compared to distributed multi-robot SLAM without consensus are shown in figure 3. 
B. Mapping Coverage
Mapping coverage is the number of landmarks successfully mapped by each robot. 
D. Processing Time
We also measure the processing time to show the performance of the algorithms. In this simulation, we use computer with specifications 2 GHz quad core processor, 12 GB memory, and 2 GB graphic processor. The processing time of the consensus particle filtering distributed multi-robot SLAM compared to distributed multi-robot SLAM without consensus and single robot SLAM are shown in figure 3. 
Discussion
We concentrated on testing the proposed methods on four aspects: 1) root mean square error (RMSE) of map to see the map estimation performance, 2) RMSE of localization to see the robot's pose estimation performance, 3) mapping coverage to see how quickly all features can be observed, and 4) processing time to see how long the computation process takes place per timestep.
A. RMSE Map
Although not significantly different, consensus-based distributed multi-robot SLAM gives a smaller error than distributed multi-robot SLAM without consensus. An increase in error may occur at the beginning of the consensus process, but the longer the robot is connected the error will decrease. RMSE map of each robot on both consensus distributed multi-robot SLAM is under 1 meter, while RMSE map of each robot on distributed multi-robot SLAM without consensus is slightly higher.
We also examined the effect of the number of consensus iterations on maps estimation result. Both consensus distributed multi-robot SLAM are executed using two different number of iteration, that is, 5 iterations and 20 iterations. After applying higher iteration values, we found that not all robots earn a significant decrease in map error compared to the result of using a smaller iterations number. An increase in the number of consensus iterations influences the reduction of map errors on some robots.
B. Mapping Coverage
Mapping coverage of distributed multi-robot SLAM is larger than single-robot SLAM. Each robot on distributed multi-robot SLAM is able to map all 100 landmarks after timesteps number 140, while on single robot SLAM there is not a single robot able to map all 100 landmarks. Even though all four maps obtained by each robot on a single-robot can be combined with the merging map method, but this requires a further processing to determine the starting point of the merging.
C. RMSE Localization
A significant decrease in localization error appears in both consensus-based distributed multi-robot SLAM compared with distributed multi-robot SLAM without consensus. On distributed multi-robot SLAM without consensus we found that after a robot is connected to other robot, the localization error still has an upward trend. It is contrary to the results in both consensus-based distributed multi-robot SLAM that have a downward trend. We also found that the higher iteration number used affected to lower localization error. Based on these results, it can be concluded that the both consensus-based distributed multi-robot SLAM method is able to y = 1E-05x 2 provide better localization estimation result compared with distributed multi-robot SLAM without consensus.
D. Processing Time
Distributed multi-robot SLAM requires a longer processing time compared to single-robot SLAM, especially when a robot is connected to another robot. The more number of robots that communicate at the same time require longer processing time. Distributed multi-robot SLAM based on consensus particle weight requires the longest processing time. The processing duration on distributed multi-robot SLAM based on consensus particle weight influenced by not only the number of robots communicating at the same time but also the number of landmarks observed by each communicating robot. Distributed multi-robot SLAM based on consensus posterior parameter and distributed multi-robot SLAM without consensus deliver better result on processing time compared with distributed multi-robot SLAM based on consensus particle weight.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented two different methods of consensus-based distributed multi robot SLAM. Both methods can be used to map the common environment on condition motion model and observation model each robot is the same. We also test the proposed methods on four aspects: 1) root mean square error (RMSE) of map to see the map estimation performance, 2) RMSE of localization to see the robot's pose estimation performance, 3) mapping coverage to see how long it will take until all features are observed, and 4) processing time to see how long the computation process takes place per timestep. The result is both of our proposed consensusbased distributed multi-robot SLAM method deliver better performance on map estimation and pose estimation compared with distributed multi robot SLAM without consensus. However, distributed multi-robot SLAM based on consensus particle weight requires longer processing time compared to other methods. Both of our proposed consensus-based distributed multi-robot SLAM methods require active local communication on each robot. The analysis of communication loads and computational loads is still an issue that should be investigated further.
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